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March 2009 Issue: 15

Greetings from the Good Capitalist
 
Greetings!
One of the themes that arose in this month's issue is the
ability of social enterprises to survive and even grow in
challenging economic times.  In this issue we report on
three examples: Acumen Fund, which recently raised $85
million for its venture philanthropy fund; Hub World, which
is expanding to the United States; and Benetech, whose
budget is growing by 25% in 2009.  The evidence is
anecdotal, but it certainly points to what could be a trend
worth greater examination.

As always, please contact us with any questions,
comments, ideas, or contributions.

Sincerely,
The Good Capital team
newsletter@goodcap.net

Social Capital Market 
Feature News

Acumen Fund Puts Its Money
Where Its Mouth Is
By Kevin Jones

Sasha Dichter led Acumen Fund's  recent raise of $85
million for its venture philanthropy fund since May of 2007,
a remarkable achievement. 

They still have a goal of reaching $100 million in growth
capital in order to enable Acumen to have that amount
invested in its portfolio companies in India, Pakistan and
East Africa by 2012. About half of the money raised was
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Hub World, a global network of spaces for
people creating social change, has entered
into a collaboration to bring its model to San
Francisco. Good Capital and Social Capital
Markets Media, the producer of the SoCap
conference, are backing the project along
with a small circle of angel investors. 

The Hub organization exists to promote
physical platforms that fuse workspaces,
meeting spaces, galleries, events and
relaxation spaces, with on-line and face-to-
face support structures and tools for social
innovators. Hub World currently has more
than a dozen sites up and running on four
continents: from London to Amsterdam,
Johannesburg to Sao Paolo. These sites
bring communities of entrepreneurs, funders,
activists and thought-leaders together to
share workspace, convene events, and
collaborate to change the world for the
better.

The first U.S. site will be located in the San
Francisco Mission District and is scheduled
to launch in Fall 2009 (possibly as early as
the SoCap09 conference from Sept. 1-3).  In
additional, the local team and Hub World are
discussing further collaboration in terms of a
potential roll-out of sites around the U.S.
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from new donors, and a significant portion of the gifts were
$1M or $5M multi-year commitments.

Of the projected $100 million total, $80 million is for
investment capital, to be directly invested in growth-
oriented enterprises in health, water, energy, housing and
agriculture that serve the 4 billion people earning less
than $4 a day.  $10 million will be used to build talent for
the sector, the centerpiece of which is the Acumen
Fellows Program as well as the work that Acumen Fund
does to provide management support to its portfolio
companies.  Perhaps even more significant, another $10
million will go to build the field, to do the research and
communication needed to make what Acumen and other
funds are learning and doing easily replicable. 

"If we think that with $100 million invested we could touch
50 million lives, you then have to ask yourself is that a big
or a small number," Dichter said. "Fifty million is only one
to two percent of the world's poor. So if we think social
investing is an important tool to fight poverty, we need to
share our findings in an open source way as we are
finding what business models do and don't work to serve
the poor" so that other investors and donors can leverage
those learnings. Acumen Fund has already played a lead
role in developing the PULSE platform as a way to share
metrics in the social sector, and it is also working with
other organizations to build a standard data taxonomy to
allow for better apples-to-apples comparisons across
organizations and programs of impact per dollar invested.
    
As successful as Sasha Dichter and the Acumen crew
have been so far (they raised the majority of the $85
million prior to the market meltdown in the fall, though new
commitments are still coming in), he identified two
challenges that will be familiar to others who've raised
social investment dollars.

"One of the biggest challenges for anyone in our space is
asking people to combine an investing mindset with their
philanthropic thinking," Dichter said. "Not a lot of
organizations are asking people to go to that middle space
and consider, 'What is the 'right' return on capital for a
social investment?'  'What's the 'right' level of impact per
dollar spent?'  As a sector I think we could get a lot more
sophisticated in explaining that there's a big space
between a negative 100 percent financial return (for
grants) and double digit returns for private equity.  We
need to define that middle ground if we expect to see
significant influxes of new capital."

Clarifying and validating that middle space that draws on
both philanthropic and investment thinking is a barrier that
both venture philanthropy funds, like Acumen's, and for-
profit social venture funds, like Good Capital's, have in
common. But Dichter also ran into another mindset
problem that is unique to the non profit capital market.

"We are thrilled to be working with the
people from Good Capital and SoCap, and
the stellar team they've put together," said
Jonathan Robinson, co-founder of the Hub
organization. "We have known them for
years and are impressed at what they have
accomplished at the forefront of a new kind
of investing, and at the way they have been
able to convene and build strong
community."

Good Capital and SoCap have assembled
an exceptional team to execute the Bay Area
strategy and support efforts to expand in the
U.S., including Alex Michel as Managing
Director and CK Semlani as Chief
Development Officer for Strategic
Partnerships and National Expansion. 

According to Alex Michel, "These locations
will provide a home for people who want to
see their ideas for change become a reality.
Solutions and inspiration will be found here."

"We want to empower social entrepreneurs
and help create a nationwide platform where
they can interact and collaborate with
likeminded people with a common mission to
make change in the world," said CK
Semlani.

SoCap Update
SoCap Out and About
by Amy Benziger

Julia Moulden of The Huffington Post
and author of "We are the New
Radicals: A Manifesto for Reinventing
Yourself and Saving the World"
recently wrote a story on SoCap09
co-founder Kevin Jones entitled "How
To Make A Good Living Even In A
Recession."

The Stanford Social Innovation
Review published a piece written by
Kevin Jones on the question of exit
strategies: how to pursue "selling
without selling out?" 

Amy Benziger, Associate Producer of
SoCap09, kicked off her guest

http://wearethenewradicals.com/book/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/julia-moulden/how-to-make-a-good-living_b_170491.html
http://www.ssireview.org/opinion/entry/selling_vs_selling_out/
http://socialentrepreneurship.change.org/blog/view/brave_new_world_capitalist_revolutionaries
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"The big opportunity we have if we want to see real
innovation to tackle global poverty is to get more
comfortable making bets on people and organizations, not
just programs - the way the venture industry bets heavily
on people and networks to bring the best ideas forward,"
Dichter said. "There is a history that the way you make
non profits accountable is to invest in a program and
allocate a certain amount to overhead. That's not the best
way to fund innovation. You have to incubate ideas, bet
on teams, be hard on them (to produce) but give them the
money and the freedom and the trust to run with it."

Acumen has been able to overcome these challenges, but
Dichter thinks the systemic problems in the non profit
capital market need some rethinking, if not outright
overhaul. 

"We need to ask if the traditional way we have been
funding non profits makes sense," Dichter said. "There is
an honest tension between non profits and funders, where
the non profits at times feel like they are twisted into knots
to chase programmatic funding dollars; while at the same
funders have legitimate program objectives they want to
reach.  How can we be more honest and open about that
tension, since we all have the same ends of social
change?" 

The question to ask, Dichter says, is how to build models
that "give us a sense of real accountability without stifling
innovation."
 
Dichter is a regular blogger.  And he's on twitter
@sashadichter.

Social Capital Market 
News Briefs

Goodwell Investments, a Dutch social investment
firm, has launched Goodwell MDC II to provide
equity capital and hands-on support to
entrepreneurial microfinance organizations.  The
company will invest in for-profit microfinance
institutions through two sub-funds: one in India and
one in West Africa.  The goal of Goodwell MDC II
is to increase the outreach of commercial
microfinance organizations and to provide a market
rate return to its investors. So far development
finance institutions, pension funds, and social
investors have expressed interest in the fund,
which is targeted to reach € 30-50 million at its final
closing in 2010.  Goodwell MDC II builds on the
success of Goodwell MDC I and its subsidiary fund

SoCap09, kicked off her guest
blogging on Change.org on the
concept of blended value investing.
Keep an eye out every few weeks for
featured articles on innovative
organizations and individuals as well
as updates in the field.

SoCap09 Needs Interns
by Amy Benziger

We moving full speed ahead with SoCap09
and there are a lot of great projects to work
on. If you are interested in interning, we'd
love to hear from you. Please email Amy
Benziger at Amy@xigimedia.net with your
resume and availability.

http://sashadichter.wordpress.com/2009/03/16/a-sustainable-revenue-stream/
http://www.goodwell.nl/
http://socialentrepreneurship.change.org/blog/view/brave_new_world_capitalist_revolutionaries
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Aavishkaar Goodwell India MDC I, an equity fund
for the microfinance sector in India which will be
fully invested in 2009.

At a time when many organizations are facing
financial challenges, Benetech,  a social enterprise
that uses technology innovation and business
expertise to solve unmet social needs, is growing.
Jim Fruchterman, president and CEO of
Benetech, recently announced that the company
will be expanding by 25% in 2009, with a planned
budget of over $10 million.  Says Fruchterman,
"The pressing needs of the communities we serve
make it more important than ever for us to fill the
gaps where business and government can't or
won't go with new technology solutions.  Benetech's
projects are all about making the greatest impact
with the resources available."  Benetech's
continuing success suggests that combining
enterprise and a social mission can make an
organization more viable than one focused on profit
or impact alone even in challenging economic times
(and perhaps especially in challenging economic
times).

The Social Enterprise Institute recently welcomed
Steve Sharpe as its new President.  Steve has
over 25 years of experience in the financial
services industry and is a long-time volunteer with
non-profits working to provide services and
mentoring to children in need.

Upcoming
Events 

The SEEC North American Workshop and National Idea-to-Product
Competition for Social Entrepreneurship 
April 2-4 2009
West Lafayette, IN

The SEEC North American Workshop consists of three Social
Entrepreneurship tracks: Education, Research, and Partnerships.  The
National I2P™ Competition attracts university teams nationwide for cash
incentive prizes. Purdue University's Social Entrepreneurship Initiative will host
the two programs together and provide a network for educators and students
interested in addressing the double bottom-line: the economic and social
return on investment. Further information and registration for the SEEC
workshop is available here.  Presenting at the competition is by invitation only,
however observing is open to the public. For more information, click here. 

Social Enterprise Summit
April 15-17, 2009 
New Orleans, LA 

Join over 500 leaders representing enterprising nonprofits, fair trade, digital
inclusion, micro-finance, and other sectors at the premier event for
organizations using business to pursue a social or environmental mission.  In
addition to high-quality educational sessions and inspiring presentations from

http://www.benetech.org/
http://www.se-institute.org/
https://www.seecglobal.org/
http://www.purdue.edu/innovate/src/i2p.php
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the cutting edge of the field, you can look forward to a new Policy Track, lively
10th Anniversary party, tours of local enterprises, special pre-conference
workshops, and a terrific, free jazz festival on the weekend after the Summit.
Click here for more details.

Investors' Circle Spring 2009 Conference 
April 19-21, 2009
San Francisco, CA

Social Enterprise: Seizing Emergent Opportunities 
The winds are definitely changing. How will you shift with them?  
Convergence of a growing consumer awareness and the new administration
priorities around transparency, full stakeholder accountability, and personal
responsibility are shifting markets.  Taken together, these forces stand a good
chance of dramatically re-forming the environment for social enterprise.  
Investors' Circle's Spring Conference will be exploring investment
opportunities, speakers, debates and workshops on how to stay one step
ahead of this market. Register here. Early bird registration ends March 19,
2009.

Global Social Venture Competition
April 23-25, 2009
Berkeley, CA

The Global Social Venture Competition (GSVC) is a global social business
plan competition that redefines profit, business, and success.  It is the largest
and oldest student-led business plan competition providing mentoring,
exposure, and prizes for social ventures from around the world.  Organized by
the Haas School of Business at UC Berkeley in partnership with Columbia
Business School, London Business School, Indian School of Business, and
Thammasat University in Thailand, GSVC includes two days of competition
followed by a symposium on the last day.  For more information, click here.

CSR Performance Summit 2009
May 11 - 13, 2009
New York City

The only event where CSR meets performance management, the CSR
Performance Summit addresses cutting-edge strategies and best practices in
corporate responsibility. Learn the best, most innovative ways to ensure
profitability, maximize budgets, and measure performance.  
Use 'GoodCap15' when registering and receive a 15% discount.  For more
information, click here.

SoCap09
September 1-3, 2009
San Francisco, CA

At last fall's sold-out SoCap08, more than 630 social investors,
philanthropists, entrepreneurs and development agencies from six continents
and 26 countries convened. Attendees showed the world that the social
capital market is real, and that it's big and it's growing. Now organizers are
back with SoCap09 to take the next steps.  SoCap09 will have the same
proven mix of sessions for both 101-level and experienced practitioners.
Comment here on what panel topics you're interested in, what organizations

http://www.se-alliance.org/summit.cfm
http://www.investorscircle.net/events-1/2009-spring-conference-venture-fair?utm_source=S09%2BGood%2BCap%2BE-Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=S09%2BGood%2BCap%2BE-Newsletter&utm_campaign=S09%2BGood%2BCap%2BE-Newsletter
http://www.gsvc.org/
http://www.CSRPerformanceSummit.com/
http://socialcapitalmarkets.net/blog/2009/01/save-the-date-for-socap09/
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you'd like to hear from, and who you'd like to hear as a keynote speaker. See
you at SoCap09!

Good Capital is an investment firm that increases the flow of capital to innovative ventures that create
market-based solutions to inequality and poverty.  Good Capital manages the Social Enterprise Expansion
Fund, which leverages the power of venture capital to increase the impact of social enterprises.  Our
combination of growth capital and expertise acts as a catalyst that enables proven social enterprises to go to
scale, amplifying their social impact and financial return. In addition, Good Capital actively leads the
development of the emerging social capital market.  We share a deep commitment to the creation of a new,
informed, and passionate world of investing that strategically moves more capital to good.  

For more information about Good Capital or how to get involved, please visit our website at
www.goodcap.net or e-mail us at info@goodcap.net. 
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